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Scholars, among others, have given considerable attention• to

procurement policies and practices. As a result of that emphasis., rumerous

studies have been produced--most of them critical in nature. The oft-

cited weaknesses and problems in defense procureaent are not only complex

but frequently contradictory and include such aspects as inadequate funds

for proper acquisition methods, incompetent management (both public and

private), the absence of competition, excessive competition, too much

rigidity in procurement policies, and too much flexibility in those same

procedures. Clearly, however, there are two constant problems that charac-

terize procurement policies, especially for the Navy's shipbuilding programs.

One is the problem of definition of such terms as "rE~asonable profit," the

other is the consistent inability to enforce procurement policies once

adopted. The explanation for the continuation of these problems, particu-

larly the one involving enforcement, raises serious questions about the

efficacy of -. ocurement regulations and about the goals and objectives of

the Navy as well ae the various shipbuilding industries.

An examination of the Navy's shipbuilding program since the early

1950s not only reveals the consistent problems ot definition and enforce-

ment but alsio demonstrates a third treud of increasing concentration in the
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shipbuilding industries. Indeed, as earl:, as 1956, a Congressional report

noted this tendercy towerd centralized control in the industries as well as

the "concentration of procurement on the large dollar contract" [1]. For

the most part, however, in the early 1950s the chief concern of the Navy

was the maintenance of a rather subatantial shipbuilding mcbilization base.

Therefore, until 1953, major contract awards were made on a noncompetitive

negotiated basis to those "distressed" yards regarded as in need of business

[2].

The outbreak of the Korean War, however, hel2ed to lift that depression

in the shipbuilding industries and insure the expansion of major construction

programs. Still procurement was handled not on a formally advertised but on

a negotiated basis--an appro&ch preferred by the Navy for its flexibility.

Such systems as the DDG-2 were awarded on a competitive negotiated basis and

reflected the type of flexibility that the Navy desired. The DDG-2, for

example, involved 23 destroyers that were awarded to five different builders

in eight separate contracts over a span of foui fiscal years, from '?57 to

1961. Such diversity among contract recipients, the Navy argued, could not

be insured by using the formal advertisement approach. In the late 1950s,

then, the Navy still remained concerned about maintaining a wide mobilization

base in the shipbuilding industries.

Congressional forces, however, did not share the Navy's faith in the

negotiated procedures and urged, a3 early as 1956, the use of more formal

advertising in contract awards. By 1960 the Navy was soliciting competitive

bids on most standard new construction, but the actual contracts were still

negotiated. In 1961, the Department of Defense (DoD) under Robert McNamara's

leadership began pressuring for the iiucreased use of publicly advertised bids.

The emphasis on formal rdvertisement helpcd lead to the emergence of the

firm-fixed-price cype of contract. Moreover, the firm-fixed-price cont:-act,

according to numerous reports, helped contribute to the extraordinary rise

in the number of claims filed by shipbuilders in the 1960s for price increases.

General Counsel for the Navy during the uisenhower administration, F. Trowbridgs

Vom Baur, declared that "the shift la emphasis from Procurement by Negotiation

to Procurement by Formal Advertising which took place during the McNamara

• -2-
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administration" figured prominently in the rise of claims, "particularly

in coniectior with shipbuilding." The Mc~amara policy, continued Vtom Baur,

reflected Mcfamara's belief that a large number of operative shipyards was

not necessary and served to drive contractors dependent on government con-

struction "into fierce competition with each ether." Indeed, accotding to

Vom Baur, formal advertisii.g "compelled all . . . shipbuilders . . to bid

strenuously ou every contract against each other," forced "every successful

bidder to carve his price to the bare bone--ln order to have a chance to

becrme th! successful bidder," and insured that "the low bidder would have

only the meageresa of profit margin in his bid" [3].

Just as the DDG-2 represented the 1950 erocurement policies, the

DE-1052 provides a good example of the 1960s firm-fixed-price approach to

procurement. The first 26 ships of the PE-1052 lass were authorized in

fiscal ye.ars 1964 and 1965 and were awarded to four shipyards on E multiyear

basis. The final 20 ships of 1966 and 1967 were given to a single yard,

Avondale. The lead yard involved in the DE-1052 was Todd and it immediately

encountered construction. difficulties. Todd ultimately filed a claim

asains-L the Na"y tot%-ine-. $114 million of which it received $96-.5 million.

A comparative quantitative study of the bid information was made for

the DDG-2 and the DE-1052. Given the Dopular conviction express d in

numerous reports and testimonies that formal advertising of the 1960s allowed

for only extremely small profit percentages, considerable divw~rgence was

expected in profit estimaten between the DDG-2 and the DE-1052 bids. In

fact, however, although the average profit was somewhat higher for the

entire DDG-2 system, certain DDG-2 estimates were as low as and even lower

than the DE-1052 expected profit of 3.57% of the total price. One DDG-2

profit estimate was 3.33%, another 3.57%. Clearly, then, if the 3.57% profit

estimate of the DE-1052 represented "only the meagerest erofit margin," a

Vom Baur indicated, then the development was neither nece~sarily new nor

caused by the formal advertising or firm-fixed-price contracts characteristic

of Lhe 1960s. After .ll, apparently even during the golden era of flexibility

or in the days of negotiated competition, similar profit margins were also

found aong the bids of the DDG-2 system.

-3-
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Furthermore, it is interesting to note that with the po. sible

exceptions of profit estimates and total costs, little similarity could be

found within the various bids. Using such indices as labor hours, labor

dollars, and overhead costs for such variables as hull structure, communica-

tion and cortrol, and design and engineering, the simple statisticai mea-

surement, the standard deviation, was frequently much higher than the mean

cemputed for the variables--an impressive indication of the remarkable

variability found in the DDG-2 and the DE-1052 bid files. Although this

extreme variance precluded more sophisticated quantitative analysis, it did

raise questions not only about the accuracy of such figures but also about

the attention given and importance attached to the figures estimated for

the various categories. Indeed, perhaps the total price represents more

than the sum of its parts.

Other explanations, in addition to Vom B~ur's "bare-borne" profit

theory, have emerged to account for the cost overruns and the extensive

number of claims filed that characterized 1960s procurement. In the early

1960s, for example, design and building procedures became decidedly more

complex. Not only were more ships authorized but increased attention was

given to such new technical a.... .eig. requiremet. s as resistance to shock

damage and reducLion in the level of noise produced by the ship. Moreover,

the Navy increasingly directed its efforts tcward Anti-submarine Warfare

(ASW) and ships like the DE-1052 figured prominently in ASW capabilities.

According to the Navy in 1963 and 1964, these destroyer escorts would be

equipped with "the most advanced ASW detection devices" such as SQS-26

&onar, a variable depth sonar, an anti-submarine rocket (ASROC), a drone

a.tti-submarine helicopter (DASH), and ASW to'pedoes. In short, the DEo-4052

would represent a careful integratt'i oi "electronics, sonar, and armament" L4].

Coupled with these technical changes were shifts in the management

of tne shipyards themselves as well as the Bureau of Ships refusal to pay for

cosL increases as it had in earlier years. These new developments combined

with new ccntract procedures to create an atmosphere of uncertainty and for-

mality. The 'iffpiences in procurement between the 1950s and the 1960s have

been aptiy suwAarized by former Comptroller General Elmer Stiaas. In the

-4-
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past, Staats argued, fixed-price contracts were used "cnly for ships with

relatively firm specifications" yet the new, more complex ship hardware

involved "significant unknowns" and neither the Navy nor the shipbuilders

"knew very much about what was involved when the contracts were awarded."

Under fixed-price coutracts, he concluded, "the price could no longer be

increased to absorb the additional costs as it could have under flexible

cost or incentive-type contracts and the shipbuilders have resorted to

claims as a means of increasing the contract prices" [5].

A report later issued by the General Accounting Office (GAO) confirmed

Staats's earlier contentions and added that vague government specifications

in change-orders as well as problems encountered with the transfer of lead-

yard plans to other builders explained thý proliferation of claims. Yet,

in a specific evaluation of the Todd claim for the DE-1052 system, the GAO

reaffirmed its 1958 findings of inappropriate contractor claims, inconclusive

Navy evaluations, and thoroughly unsubstaatiated awards for claims. GAO

announced its concern for the Navy's lax enforcement of price-change pro-

cedures and directives and found particularly troublesome the Navy's failure

even to question the basis of the DE-1052 claims. It ultimately concluded

that Todd's claim concerning labor hours was highly dubious and based on

imprecise and vague "engineering judgments" and that Todd's entire proposal
"seems to have been based on the assumption chat all additional costs over

the amount that the contractor was willing to assume responsibility for were

the result of Goveinment actions" [6].

It is not, then, altogether clear that formal advertising, at least

for the DE-1052, necessarily had the deleterious effects on shipbuilding

that hRve been assumed. What is clear, however, is that formal advertising

altered the atmosphere in which awards were made, that the 1960s period of

procurement was characterized by considerable formality in Navy-induLry

relations, and that the Navy and the builders were dissatisfied with pro-

curement policies. In part, this formality stemmed from management changes

that resulted from the acquisition of a number of yards by aerospace firms:

Lockheed took over Puget Sound Bridge and Drydock in 1959; Litton acquired

Ingalls in 1961; General Dynamics bought Quincy from Bethlehem in 1964;

-5-
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Tenneco acquired Newport News in 1968; while Ogden Corporation took over

Avondale in the mid-1.60s. Gordon Rule noted the implications of these

rather significant changes in his Congressional testimonies, declaring that

"now, the whole scene has shifted. These are not private concerns anymore.

They a.e parts of big conglomerates; the Littons, the Tennecos, and those

people." As a result of such changes, Rule continued, shipbuilding indus-

tries were no longer family affairs and the relationships between the Navy

and the companies accordingly suffered. Before the trend towards conglomera-

tion, Rule added, the Navy could expect cooperation from companies for

change-orders during ship construction without the fear of claims. That

expectation on the part of the Navy, however, was not fulfilled by the newer

corporate manager; of the various holding companies. Instead, Rule main-

tained, thac when "these hardheaded conglomerates . . . go into a plant,

they are not going to think of the family tie, [the] 'Hello, Joe' relation-

ship. They want to make the yard pay off and you can't blame them, and I

think they are looking for e rery dollar that they can get" [7].

A good example of the increasing difficulties in the 1960s between

the Navy and the shipbuilders is the Navy's reaction to Todd's early warning

about problems with the DE-1052--a warning that was largely ignored by the

Navy. Indeed, according to Gordon Rule, Todd notified the Navy of three

possible problem areas "in accordance with the conditions of the contract."

But the Navy did not respond in kind. In effect, Rule asserted, the Navy's

letter said "drop dead" and "get on with the contract." That very day,

Rule declared, Todd began preparing its $114 million zlaim [8]. Obviouely,

at least in this instance, the Navy no longer demoastrated its paternalistic

tendencies characteristic of the 1950s.

-Ik
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In view of the cost overruns, substantial claims, schedule slippages,

and the breakdown in commu-- zation and cooperation that occurred throughout

the 1960s, it should not be surprising that procurement changes were in the

making. In 1967, before the House Appropriations Committee, McNamara lamented

the backward state of the shipbuilding industry. "The root cause of the

trouble," he argued, was neither wages nor labor inefficiency hWit inadequate

modernization of facilities. In sum, he declared, "the American shipbuilding

industry is generally technically obsolete . . . ." To remedy that problem,

Mcliamara supported a niumber of programs inclL'ding multiyear and bulk procure-

ment. But more important to McNamara, among others, was total package pro-

curement-a device used most prominently for the FDL system and regarded as a

means to provide builders q;ith incentive to modernize and standardize their

equipment and techniques [9].

Also4 imotant iny thvis twi~ imptu toward moenztn of t-he shi-yards

was the procurement approach referred to as "Concept Formulation/Contract

Definition" (CF/CD). This approach was designed to provide a more compre-

hensive and thoughtful procurement policy that emphasized available tech-

nology in an attempt to get better and cheaper ships. According to DoD

Directive 3200.9 of July 1965, during the concept formulation stage and before

any actual development, considerable study was to be given to the necessary

requirements of a particular system and possible alternatives in achieving

such requirements. This process largely represented the exploratory and

advanced development phases. The end product of the CF process is a Technical

Development Plan which selectg one or more of the studied approaches and

o~ffers a detailed analysis for further development and procurement [10].

-7-
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During the contract definition phase, two or more contractors

compete in the preparation of comprehensive and detailed proposals that

include performance schedules and costs. This process is funded by the

government. The government then selects the best offer and awards a con-

tract on a fixed-price or fixed-price-incentive basis. It was hoped that

CF/CD would place a high premium on evaluating available techn( •ogy and dis-

cerning any problem areas before actual commitment of development funds [10].

The procedure was applied most notably to the two systems, the LlA and the

DD-963, both awarded to Litton.

It was soon apparent, however, that CF/CD was not the panacea that

had been assumed. To be sure, along with package procurement, CF/CD did

provoke some attempts at modernization. Litton, for example, modernized

its facilities tor the LIHA production, as did Avoudale for the DE-1052, and

the National Steel plant in San Diego for the LSTs. Moreover, as McNamara

obliquely noted, efforts toward modernization also encouraged the concentra-

tion of prime contracts into the hands of fewer and fewer builders. In

1967, Secretary of the Navy Nitze attempted to assuage Congressional fears

of the growing concentration by declaring that the newer procurement policies

would not "result I1 the dominance of our defense and economic policy by a

limited number of contractors." But he also commented that the Navy's pre-

ference for modernized yards would, of necessity, involve only the largest

yards with expansion and specialization capabilities. Indeed, he added that

making the desired technical and ranagerial changes might require the smaller

companies "to merge" [111. Moreover, a survey of contracts awarded in the 1970s

indicates this trend toward fewer, more specialized yards. By the late 1960s,

then, the Navy was no longer concerned with the survival of a large number

- 8--
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of shipyards but with enhancing the prcduction capabilities of a very

few yards now owned by rather large conglomerates.

Although CF/CD and total package procurement did insure that only

a few yards received prime contracts, it did not succeed in reducing costs

or delays. Certainly the GAO has confirmed that in its lengthy analysis

of Litton's LHA and DD-963 problems (12]. Reasons for the failure of CF/CD

to remedy past abuses have been well documented. It has been argued, for

example, that basic misconceptions formed the basis of this procurement

approach, that technical risks cannot be detected before actual hardware

development, that fixed-type contracts failed to encourage builders to con-

trol costs, and that CF/CD in general provided an inflexible approach to

systems procurement, for it called for competition in price not technical

competence [10, Nash, pp. 17-18].

But even more fundamental to CF/CD's failure is the absence of

enforcement [13]. Under Secretary of the Air Force John McLucas noted this

problem when he declared:

Contract Definition (CD), as originally conceived, was
intended to provide an orderly transition from development
through deployment of major systems by ensuring that techno-
logy was in hand, costs reasonable, test and evaluation cri-
teria established, and that all pieces of the system would
fit together before commitment to full procurement. Unfor-
tunately, these criteria were seldom met at the time sched-
uled for contract definition. In practice, CD all too often
proceeded anyway and resulted not in complete definition,
but in a paper plan for how the system could be built. Worse
sZ1ll. in some cases CD was considered only a milestone in
the procurement cycle, with uncertainties ignored or suppressed
as the price of getting on with the job. We wcre left with
the form ýf CD without its substance [14].

The failure of CF/CD is also apparent in the proliferation of studies

of various techniques for cutting costs and increasing efficiency and

-9-
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competition, ranging from "design-to-cost" to "should cost," "direct technology

licensing," and "parallel undocumented development." Indeed, in some respects

parallel development represents not only a government-funded concept formula-

tion stage but also a government-funded engineering phase that allows for

hardware competition through the prototyping stage [15]. Finally, greater

flexibility than found in CF/CD has been supported in the acquisition of

major weapon systems. Reliance on negotiated contracts, for example, instead

of formal advertising has been suggested as has the notion that fixed-price

contracts frequently contribute to poor management decisions by both industry

and government [16]. In short, Lhen, to some extent procurement policy sugges-

tions have come full circle--back to the 1950s emphasis on flexibility and

paternalism in procurement. In the 1970s, however, fewer and fewer yards

will benefit from that flexibility.

What emerges from this rather involved procurement scenario iL a

number of complex observations. First, it is not altogether clear that

either fixed-price contracts or formal advertising make unrealistic compe-

titive and technological demands on the shipbuilding industries. Although

further study is needed, quantitative evidence from the DE-1052 shows no

dramatic cut in profit estimates based on the bid estimates for the DDG-2

system of the 1950s. Moreover, detailed GAO studies seem to indicate that

technical unknowns accounted for only a small part of the explanation for

claims filed, particularly in the case of the Todd claim for the DE-1052.

Finally, component parts of the various bids for a particular system vary

so much that they do not make acceptable predictors for total costs. Only

the total costs and the profit estimates resemble each other in the bid

filee. Yet prime contractors reported to the GAO that advertised contracts

-10- - I0 -
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proved least profitable and almost always involved losses. Moreover, not

surprisingly, they overwhelmingly preferred situations where thie government

greatly assisted capital inveetment through progress payments, cost reimburse-

ra~nts, equipment, and facilities. Indeed, with such assistance, profit rates

in the late 1960s and early 1970s for the top DoD contractors differed little

from those for commerci~al endeavors. For example, returns on total capital

investment for the top DoD contractors were about 11.0% and for top commer-

cial industries, 12.6%; returns on equity iuvestaient (capital shares, def erred-

investment tax credits, retained earnings, etc.) closed the gap even more,

21.4% to 22.8% [171. Formally advertised contracts did not necessarily involve

smaller profits in teims of percentages of total cost but perhaps meant smaller

returns based on less government-supplied capital [17, pp. 1-3].

What is needed, then, is a re-evaluation of procurement objectives

and priorities and a subsequent revision of regulations and procedures based

on actual not false objectives. It seems clear that certain members of the

Navy as well as shipbuilders do not like the atmosphere created by formal

advertising. Price competition accounts for only a small percentage of Navy

or DoD dollars yet there is considerable opposition to the entire notion of

that type c-1 competition. Admiral Hyman Rickover, for example, has stated

that "competition is the exception, not the rule" in defense procurement.

But more importantly, he noted that "defense procurement regulations are pri-

marily oriented toward treating most defense procurements as competitive" [18].

Clearly, if price competition were the top priority, it would best be served

by formal advertising not negotiated contracts that are characterized by price

leaks, considerable arbitrary power on the part of the contracting agency,

and "virtually no pricing safeguards" [18, Welch, p. 36]. Furthermore, little

enforcement of competitive devices can be expected given naval antipathies to

such practices. Indeed, at least one Navy official, Rear Admiral Thomas Davies,

speaking before the National Security Industrial Association, indicated his

belief that price competition was virtually impossible:

Our cost estimates . . . are incorporated into the budgets.
Our cost estimate let's say is a hundred million dollars and that
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goes into the budget. The responders to the RFP [Requests
For Proposals] already know what we've estimated . . . , so
what they produce is a one hundred million dollar solution.
We then get a choice between 98.5, 99, and 99.5 . . . , which
are the bids that cone in eventually from the peoplt who want
to fill in the details of this very cleverly optimized Navy
solution. We then look at ourselves and say, 'See, we said
it was going to cost a hundred million dollars. Our estimates
were exactly right.'

The next step, of course, is to . . . have the historicai
overrun which runs it up to maybe 175 million dollars and so
our estimators then who are crouching in the caves somewhere
in the Pentagon . . . say 'By God, we missed so . . . we'll
multiply [everythitug] by 1.75 and that'll make sure we don't
miss on the next estimate.'

So the next estimate and the next runthrough of this cycle
for the next ship . . . comes out to be 175 million dollars and
we get bids of 174.5 and we say to ourselves again, 'Aha, we're
right' and sure enough, it overruns to 250 million dollars.
This is the Chinese learning curve [20].

But price is not Davies's major concern but rather the results of all

that money and commitment. He laments, for example, that after about 26

million dollars for each DE-1052, the end product was not an advanced ASW

ship but a 4000 ton ship that resembled a "free balloon" in that it is "a

very airy, space cilled thing but not mucb on it to do anything." It is for

this reason that Davies, among others, stresses technical expertise and hard-

ware competition through such devices as prototyping. Indeed, Davies even

a:rgues that private industry not the Navy should use its imagination in fore-

casting "future tactical strategic situation[s]" since the Navy, he says,

has been "batting about zero" in that field [20; 10, Nash, pp. 20-21].

What is left is clearly a rather substantial dilemma involving

qualitative as well as quantitative decisions. Price competition through

formal advertising apparently has little chance of widespread adoption. The

Navy and the builders obviously prefer cooperation to competition. Hardware

competition, however, apparently prolides a more acceptable course because

it theoretically stresses the Navy's priority of a high-quality product and

satisfies the industrial desir2 for government-surplied capital. Moreover,

it has been argued that a shift in competition fi:oni price to prototyping

- 12 -
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would allow for increased confidence in estimating performance and cost

factors and that the cost of "prototype competi :ors would be a small price

to pay if it enabled" the Navy to make more successfu' economical and

technical judgments about a particular system. But these same proponents

of prototyping have alsu demonstrated that the type of procurement little

affects production outcomes in that proposed systems are almost always

produced [21]. Given that, it is not altogether clear that prototyping

would serve as a deterrent to full development of unwise weapon systems.

In short, prototyping might provide a better gauge to pricing and technical

performance but at substantially increased costs, especially if it fails to

pr,!clude -arther production of an ultimately undesirable system. It is

also clear that prototyping can be used only for ship subsystems.

Finally, procurement regulations must be applicable to the actual

policies followed and if the present regulations are to be kept, then con-

siderably more attention must be given to competition and formal advertising;

otherwise, the regulations need substantial revision and the stated goal of

compeLition must be revised to stress cooperation and negotiation. In short,

what is needed are procurement regulations that a:curately reflect the goals

and types of procurement policies actually pursued and do not simply reflect

such false ideals as competition.

- 13 -
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